Etc light dodge charger

Almost all cars after were equipped with some kind of electronic computer that was supposed
to control the functions of the car. ETC has a very important function to perform. In older cars,
the throttle position was determined by a cable that opened the throttle depending on how hard
you pressed the accelerator pedal. However, a direct connection between the throttle valve and
the accelerator pedal was not efficient. The car owners experienced increased fuel
consumption. Therefore the throttle control unit was developed. This unit makes an important
decision every second you drive your car. The ETC collects information from the accelerator
and then from the engine to decide how far to open the throttle. When you press the pedal, an
electronic signal is transmitted to the ETC that causes the throttle to open or close wide.
Alternatively, the throttle valve will open slightly if you are only driving to keep the air-fuel
mixture at the optimum level. The throttle control unit is necessary to ensure that you get the
optimum amount of power from your engine. If it fails, you will face countless problems in your
daily driving. This light indicates that there is a problem with the ETC and you should have it
checked as soon as possible. The ETC light is normally the last warning you will receive before
your engine performance is affected. There are a variety of problems that can arise in an ETC.
The good thing is that each problem has its own specific code. As soon as the light comes on,
you should see a mechanic. The mechanic will attach an OBD2 scanner to your car and check
the fault code. This code will tell the mechanic exactly what the problem is. Once he has learned
of the problem, the mechanic can make the necessary repairs and delete the code from the
system to turn off the fault light. If you know the associated symptoms, you can make the
diagnosis yourself without spending money on a mechanic. The first sign of a failure of the
throttle control is a non-responsive throttle. This occurs when you press the throttle but do not
get a quick response in terms of faster acceleration. You will feel a weak throttle response and
sometimes a tremor before your car accelerates. One possibility that may occur is if the ETC
does not receive proper electronic signals from the accelerator. The ETC will only work properly
if it receives correct signals. It is possible that a relay is defective or a wire has come loose from
the ETC. Whatever the problem, you will inevitably lose throttle response. In the worst case, you
may not get any throttle response at all, which will cause your car to stop in the middle of the
road. Once this happens, you should contact your nearest certified mechanic who has the
necessary expertise to deal with such a situation. If you are a DIY mechanic, you can even take
a look at the throttle unit to see if there are problems with the throttle wiring or the throttle
position sensor. If the ETC is damaged for any reason, the throttle control light in your
dashboard will illuminate. A damaged ETC sends incorrect signals to the throttle position
sensor and your throttle will behave incorrectly. This hesitation is slight at first, but increases
until a time comes when the accelerator is no longer responding to the throttle at all. In addition,
a hesitant throttle response poses a safety risk to you and other road users. You could be
involved in an accident and damage property or lives. To be on the safe side, you should
consult your mechanic at the first sign of failure. If the ETC light in your dashboard is flashing,
it is possible that the mileage of your vehicle is affected. Conversely, poor fuel economy may
also mean that either your TP sensor is not operating in accordance with the standards or your
ETC light is about to fail. You may feel that you visit the service station more often. This is
because an irregular throttle valve disturbs the air-fuel mixture to such an extent that you
sometimes burn more fuel than necessary. A rich fuel-air mixture can seriously damage your
fuel economy and make it expensive for you to drive around in your car every day. This
situation is intentional and is done by the ETC to protect the engine from damage. The ETC is
an expensive engine component, and as it is electronic, its cost is sometimes non-negotiable. I
have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I
created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web while looking for
repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. What is the ETC Valve?
Non-Responsive Throttle. Hesitating Throttle. Poor Fuel Economy. Limited Acceleration.
Replacement Cost. Search This Site Search. The two lights just stayed on. All other lights are
out. Car won't start at all when i turned the key to ignition. A low pitched groan also comes from
passenger side cabinet after I cycle the key back. It sounds like an air leakage and rubber
growling. Sent to dealership three times. No Code. Cannot Duplicate. Everything is Fine. This is
what dealership says. Wasted a lot of money on them. To be blunt; this is very baffling. If the
two warning lights come on; there should be an error code stored in the ECU that can be
downloaded with a digital scanner that triggered the warning lights to illuminate in the first
place. Before you head to the dealer again, contact one of our local professional mechanics to
complete a simple check engine light is on inspection. Car will not start asked by Wenyi K.
Sometimes after stopping driving and parked for a while, car won't start. Thanks if anyone could
help out. My car has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Tim Charlet Automotive
Mechanic. Hi there: To be blunt; this is very baffling. The statements expressed above are only

for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Home Questions. There could be a short in the headlight switch
causing the dash to malfunction. When the headlight switch is on, see if the problem continues.
I would also have the wiring that was done re-checked for any shorts or Read more. Turning
steering wheel makes horn honk Hello there! Many Dodge Stratus owners commonly encounter
this issue. In your case, the horn blowing is generally caused by an electrical short in the horn,
clock spring, or airbag. More often than not it will be the airbag causing How often do I have to
change transmission oil Most automatic transmissions call for a 60, mile service interval. Every
4 years or 60, miles is a good rule of thumb. If you'd like this done, a qualified pro from
YourMechanic can come to your home or office for Brakes feel like they are slipping Usually the
symptom you're describing is related to brake pads that are worn out and are grinding on the
rotor. With 31, miles on your Challenger, this may be the source of your problem as front OEM
brake pads tend Faulty low air pressure sensor. The tire pressure monitoring system will only
trigger a warning light for three reasons including a low tire pressure. The other two reasons are
if the computer does not detect a signal from a sensor due to it being missing Why won't my car
stay running when it is cold Hello, thank you for writing in. The vehicle may be suffering from
several different issues. Depending on how cold the weather is, you may want to consider
setting your car up for colder weather. This would include a thinner oil, Brake pads repalaced,
brakes sqeak and smell with smoke I believe what happened was that the technician who
replaced your brake pads may have not done one or both of two things: replace the rotors or
road tested the vehicle. Since you did not mention it, I assume that My ford explorer is jerking
while driving Hi There, A jerking reaction is generally caused by a couple of potential things
such as a vacuum leak, a failing fuel pump or most commonly a dirty or failing mass air flow
sensor. The mass air flow sensor monitors Transmission problems with 4 wheel drive Ford
Explorer. This does not sound like a safe driving condition to me. I would recommend having
the vehicle inspected by a qualified professional as soon as possible to ensure that no damages
to the vehicle are present. Loud sounds like that Related articles. We recommend a pickup truck
Realistically, though, having kids means music lessons, athletics, Browse other content. Check
Engine Light is on Inspection. Forum Rules. Timeslips Advanced Search. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last
Jump to page: Results 1 to 15 of Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Solution: Needs new
throttle body assembly. I had the right torsion bar assembly replaced. If I recall correctly
Rattling returned in two days on left front. Solution: Needs the sway bar bushings. The dealer
was pretty thorough, I only brought it in for the stalling issues, I knew about the last two
problems. Interesting to know if they've had similar issues in other cars - that they knew to look
for these issues. That's why I'm posting. Just bummed it wasn't covered under warranty.
Today's Update: Dealership called this afternoon to tell me my car is all set. Drove around the
building, "barely", and back into the garage. The car is stumbling, barely idling. All the usual
lights are on. The dealership kept it for the afternoon and this evening, they can't get it to
duplicate the issue I'm crying in my beer I unloaded an Audi and a Deville because of gremlins
and now they're back! I think I may need an Exorcist. I slammed the door really hard one day
cause I was pissed at it and it has worked ever since I'm only responsible for what I say, not for
what you fail to understand. I think I found a work around for the rear windows on the
magnums. After you run them all the way up, if you tap the down button to relieve some of the
pressure on the regulator it will work the next time you need it. Just remember to tap the switch
each time you run it all the way up. For the price of new bushings I get some Hotchkis sways. If I
turn the car off and back on again, most of the time it goes away. No one knows the cause of
this? Scared me to death. Maybe this centurys Christine? Most times it re-starts fine, but once it
ran like it was at half power, bucking, etc. I did the diagnostic key dance and got code , which is
not even listed anywhere. Did you get any codes? Dealer could not get the problem to duplicate.
I picked the car up this am, drove about 5 miles turned a corner and everything started again.
I'm in the middle of an intersection and all I can do is idle through it - that was fun! If I shut it off
and restarted it I could drive a few feet before it started again. I was several miles from the
dealership in the city, so at every intersection, I would restart it to get through the traffic and of
course it would flash again. On the way back to the dealer it ran fine for about the last two miles
and thankfully, it did the ETC thing again about a block from the dealer. I coasted into service so
they could see that I wasn't nuts. They've had the car for the last 8 hours and it hasn't done it
again!!!!! Does anyone have any suggestions???? I'm about ready to have my Remote Start
removed and the factory radio re-installed so I can rule those out. They've been for over a year.
One trip fault will set within 5 seconds. ETC light will flash. NOTE: The throttle plate and linkage
should be free from binding and carbon build up. NOTE: Make sure the throttle plate is at the
idle position. Is the good trip counter greater than 0? Yes The DTC is not active at this time.
Inspect the intake manifold, power brake booster, and PCV system for any vacuum leaks.

Inspect the throttle plate. If the throttle blade is bent or will not close, the throttle body may
need to be replaced. Inspect the engine for any mechanical conditions that can cause improper
engine vacuum. Were any problems found? Yes Repair as necessary. With a scan tool, monitor
the MAP Sensor voltage. Snap the throttle. Does the MAP Sensor voltage vary from below 2.
Disconnect the MAP Sensor harness connector. Disconnect the PCM harness connector. Look
for any chafed, pierced, pinched, or partially broken wires. Look for broken, bent, pushed out or
corroded terminals. Check each of the MAP Sensor circuits for high resistance or a shorted
condition. Slowly press the throttle pedal down. The voltage for TP Sensor 1 should start at
approximately 0. The voltage for TP Sensor 2 should start at approximately 4. Is the voltage
within the range specified for each sensor? Disconnect the Throttle Body harness connector.
Check each of the Throttle Body circuits for high resistance or a shorted condition. Refer to any
Technical Service Bulletins that may apply. Vacuum leak makes sense, especially since it
happens to me most at idle, in gear. Magnadoodle - please let us know what they find. Hopefully
something easy to fix. Good luck! The dealership thought that maybe I had a short in the wiring,
so they ran alternate wires from the PCM to wherever and discovered that it was still doing the
same thing. So now they are pretty sure that it is a faulty PCM. The Dealership called and said
that they were sorry that it took so long and they'll be refunding my money for the Throttlebody
and replacing the PCM under warranty. They even stepped up to the plate and provided me with
a rental car from Enterprise free of charge. It's like Christmas has come early!!! I'm thankful that
there might and end in sight and that Draper Dodge is trying to make up for the inconvenience
that I've endured over the last week. I'm keeping my fingers crossed that this is it. I tried the
ETC recalibration procedure submitted by hemijbi; it cleared the problem and it has not
reappeared. Procedure: Turn the ignition key on do not start the engine depress the gas pedal
once and release within 2 seconds a chime may be heard indicating the ETC is reset, mine did
not. Problem Solved! He also mentioned pulling fuse 11 for 15 seconds before reinstalling if the
previous procedure does not work. I found it interesting that my dealer was unfamilar with this
procedure. Good Luck! Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Performance Danko Reproductions,
Inc. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Copyright LxForums. Unless you are driving a car
dated back to or older, it is likely to have an electronic throttle control ETC. Most vehicles these
days have dozens of computer-controlled electronic systems and ETC is one of them. Unlike the
older vehicles, there is no coupling between the gas pedal and the throttle in the newer models.
Instead, the ETC acts as the connection between these components. When this cycle disrupts
for some reasons, the ETC light on the dashboard starts flashing. A mechanic will use a digital
scanner to pull out the codes and determine the source of the trouble. After that, it is all about
taking the correct repair action. As you already know the ETC controls the throttle through an
electric signal. The system cannot function when something disrupts the signal such as an
issue with the relay control, a loose electrical wire, or a damaged sensor. In any case, the
throttle control will lose signals, causing it to work properly at some times and not at others.
You should stop driving when the vehicle does not accelerate upon the pressing of the throttle
pedal. Tow it to a servicing center and have them diagnosed the problem. It causes an erratic
operation of the system that leads to hesitation or a stumbling effect in acceleration when you
engage the throttle. The acceleration problem can lead to major safety risks. The worst case
scenario is a stuck throttle that may lead to road accidents. So, take the car to the mechanic
when it shows the symptom. You may need to fill up the tank more than usual. It happens due to
a damaged throttle controller. The system controls the air-fuel mixture that goes into the engine.
Wrong signals can mess the system up, making the engine burn more fuel than necessary.
Click here!!! A serious failure in the ETC system will also cause the electronic throttle control
light on. The problem may cause the engine to go into the limp mode. When it happens, the car
cannot accelerate beyond a fast idle. The ECM limits the speed to save
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the engine from further damage. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From
Japan. He owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good
use in his sharing posts. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers
Followers. Import used cars directly from Japan. Maintenance Tips. By Tsukasa Azuma Last
updated Jan 18, 1. Tsukasa Azuma. You might also like More from author. Prev Next. Jimmy
says 2 years ago. I like the topic from the blogger Tsukasa Azuma how can I get in touch with
him? Leave A Reply. CFJ Kenya. CFJ Mozambique. CFJ Malawi. CFJ Tanzania. Iwamotocho F,
Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan About Us Corporate Overview. Why Choose Us. Voice of Client. Bank
Accounts. Others How to buy. Glossary of Terms. Shipping Schedule. Recommend me a Car.
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